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1. Architecture Details

Figure 1 shows more details of our convolutional network D [GAA*¹⁷, ACB¹⁷], which takes the aligned RGB image and gray-shaded render with noise background as a four channel input. Output is a real-valued 1-dimensional scalar S, representing the perceptual shape loss score.

2. Implementation Details

The results for the EMOCA_V2 [DBB²²] version that we compare to in the paper are based on their EMOCA_v2_lr_mse_20 model checkpoint, which uses the SPECTRE [FRPP*²²] lip reading loss.

As SPECTRE [FRPP*²²] itself is a video-based method, we create small 10 frame videos consisting out of the same single-image frame for running their reconstruction. We process the video with chunk size 10 and extract the last valid reconstruction from the first chunk.

3. Additional Results

We present additional optimization results using our perceptual shape loss in Figure 2. The results are generated following the same optimization schedule as mentioned in the main paper. For all parameter updates we use the AdamW optimizer [LH¹⁹] with a learning rate of 0.005.

Additional inference-based qualitative comparisons with related state-of-the-art work are presented in Figure 3.

4. Data of Human Subjects

For all of the personal data that is shown in the main paper and in this supplementary material, we have obtained the consent of the respective individuals.
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Figure 2: We show additional qualitative optimization results for face reconstructions on in-the-wild data and on our held-out validation set. The optimization is initialized by the DECA [FFBB21] parameters. We show the results for the traditional losses in the column ($L_{\text{base}}$) and the results including our proposed perceptual shape loss in column ($L_{\text{full (Ours)}}$).
Figure 3: Here we show more qualitative inference-based results for face reconstructions, comparing the initial DECA [FFBB21] fit with our new method PSL - $L_{\text{full}}$ and related state-of-the-art methods EMOCA [DBB22], EMOCA_V2 [DBB22] and SPECTRE [FRPP+22].
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